The analytic structure of distributions-i.e. the decomposability of the latter in sums of boundary values of analytic functions can be investigated not only from the microlocal point of view, but more globally in complex space. For this purpose we introduce in C n (or in more general manifolds) a large class of domains D called "tuboids", the closure of which contains a real domain J2 (J2 = D p)-K n ) -the boundary values on Q of functions which are analytic in D can then be considered (here in the sense of distributions). It turns out that the decomposability properties in domains of this type are intimately related with the geometry of the latter, in particular with their pseudoconvexity properties. In this connection, we shall state some pseudoconvexity criterions and theorems of analytic completion.
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In the first part of this lecture, one is concerned with analytic functions in tuboids of a special kind, namely (respectively) tubes and local tubes in C n ; these classes of analytic functions can be very well characterized by means of the (respectively) usual and generalized Fourier-Laplace transformation. In fact the geometry of the above domains in C n will be exactly reflected by the corresponding geometry of "gauge-sets of exponential decrease" in the Fourier-space. Some theorems of analytic completion then appear as direct applications of this method: in the case of tubes, one reobtains the fact that the holomorphy envelope of a tube is its convex hull (Bochner's theorem); in the case of local tubes, a similar theorem has been derived; the edge-of-the-wedge theorem is a refinement of the latter. We then use the same method to prove a similar, but more general property of analytic completion, which we call "cut-tube theorem"; it applies to couples of analytic functions (F + , F~) in (respective) tubes (T + , T") which are symmetric with respect to a certain analytic surface 2, the discontinuity of (F + , F~) across 2 being submitted to certain positivity conditions. A similar statement holds in the case of local tubes.
The second part of this lecture deals with general tuboids; a tuboid D over a real set S is "microlocally" characterized by its "profile", which is a cone bundle A = \J (p, Ap) in the tangent bundle TX? to Q.
pefi It turns out that the convexity of all (concical) fibers A p of A is a characteristic property for the tuboids which are holomorphy domains.
More precisely two statements can be proved: the one asserts that any tuboid D with profile A can be completed to another tuboid, whose profile A is obtained from A by convex completion of all fibers of the latter; the other one asserts that if A is a cone bundle with convex fibers, there exists a basis of tuboids with profile A which are Stein manifolds.
A special case of this result is the Cartan-Grauert theorem according to which every real domain J? admits a basis of complex neighbourhoods which are Stein manifolds.
Our third part is devoted to a brief review of the decomposability properties which are consequences of the previous methods and results.
On the one hand, the (respectively) usual and generalized Laplace transform theorems, stated in part I, allow us to prove decomposition theorems for distributions in terms of boundary values of analytic functions in (respectively) tubes and local tubes. A microlocal (and therfore weaker) version of this decomposability property then follows, and leads in a natural way to the introduction of the "essential support" of a distribution in S 9 as a certain closed subset of the cotangent bundle T*J2; it establishes at once the "vertical decomposability" of the essential support (i.e. decomposability in each fiber of T*J2).
On the other hand, the geometrical properties of tuboids obtained in part II entail (as an application of Cartan's theorem B) a certain class of "horizontal decomposability properties" for functions which are analytic in tuboids.
These two types of decomposability ("vertical" and "horizontal") are the basic ingredients for proving the general decomposability of the essential support of a distribution*.
Finally a simple homological argument is briefly presented which relates every property of "support decomposability" (in a large sense)
of distributions with a corresponding class of "generalized edge-of-thewedge theorems" for the associated analytic functions.
Remark. In all these results, the emphasis is intentionally put on the geometrical aspects; when boundary values are considered, they are always chosen to be distributions for convenience, but this is certainly not crucial. Notations: f denotes a tempered distribution in JR"^ (x= (^r"^n)) and f=3f its Fourier transform in R^; when it exists, we denote *"•*/(*)<** the Laplace transform of/, F = X(f\ defined In the case of a general tempered distribution f 9 G is a gauge-set for f if there exist polynomials P and Q and a bounded function g satisfying (1) such that: 
Reciprocal polar transformation between R*$ and R^.
With every set B in R*$ 9 we associate its polar set -which is necessarily closed, convex and contains the origin of R" X ). Similarly G will denote the polar set in iZJ^ of a subset G of R" X ). Remark. The general version of Bochner's tube theorem* (i.e.
without conditions at infinity) will be also obtained as a consequence of the theorem on local tubes given below; in fact it will be seen that any tube can be considered as the union of an increasing sequence of local tubes of the considered type.
A refined version of the tube theorem is the Tubular edge-of-the-wedge theorem. Cut-tube theorem.
Let F + , F~ be analytic and slowly increasing functions in the respective tubes T B +, T B -, f ± =b.v.F ±
and /=/+-/-. We now introduce the partial inverse Fourier transform:
Then, if the "discontinuity" f is of positive type -with respect to
In view of the positivity assumption on f, we have: other at the origin in R^ (as in Fig. 1 We can then introduce the following class of domains, called "tuboids" in C" r) or in a complex analytic manifold <_^, which admits Si as its real submanifold. 
Theorem 2. For every tuboid D -whose profile A is convex -with respect to the fibers, there exists a tuboid D' contained in Z), 'which has the same profile A and is a Stein manifold.
In the case of local tubes T ma , the statement of theorem 1 is a corollary of the "local tube theorem" given in 1.3; the general case of theorem 1 is then treated by noticing that every tuboid D with profile A can be approximated, in the neighbourhood of each real point p of its closure, by an infinite sequence of local tubes whose profiles (at p) tend to A p .
The proof of theorem 2 contains the following steps: in C
71
, one first constructs a tuboid D"dD, which has the same profile A as D, and whose all fibers D p " are convex open sets. Then, it is possible to construct a tuboid Z/cD", with profile A, which is a holomorphy domain; the latter property is ensured by the definition of D f as being (a connected component of) the intersection JE(.D") of an appropriate family of holomorphy domains: each domain of this family is the complement in C n of a complex hypersphere S aw :
(where a = fa-aj e=JR n , tf= (ft-?") eS Remark. In the case when A = @XR n , a tuboid D with profile A is simply a complex neighbourhood of Q. In this case, theorem 2 reduces to Cartan-Grauert's theorem* according to which every complex neighbourhood of Q contains a "Stein neighbourhood" of Q.
"Horizontal" decomposability properties.
By applying Cartan' s theorem 23** (or the corresponding theorem due to Hormander*** in the case of slowly increasing functions), one can derive from theorem 2 the two following decomposability properties. it is a closed cone in jR^ (or more generally in the fiber T P *£R of the cotangent boundle T*£R to the real manifold 31 where f is defined).
Its definition turns out to be independent of the choice of 0.
Essential support S(f) of a distribution f in Si. S(f) is a closed
cone bundle in T*5i which is defined by: With every decomposability property of the previous type is associated a certain class of "generalized edge-of-the-wedge theorems", which correspond to the nullity of certain homology groups.
In fact, one can check that all the above notions of essential supports of distributions are special cases of the following algebraic notion:
"Support structure" on a vector-space E with value in a set F.
It is defined by giving a mapping 5 from E to 9? (F) and a subset 5 >/ (F) of $*(F) which is a (T-algebra, such that: References to related subjects and to known theorem have been given at the relevant places in the text.
